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“I was told not to do yoga.”

“Yoga will make you end up in a wheelchair.” 

I’m sure that you’ve heard all these phrases before, and many people feel that that all three

are absolute truths. While we all are entitled to our opinions, the fact is there is no black

and white factual statement that has come out about doing yoga when you have Ehlers-

Danlos Syndrome. Usually, our ideas stem from personal beliefs, from what we have been

told by someone we trust, or from our experiences with yoga. We are all different, and the

truth is what works for someone else, does not work for you and vice versa. This applies to

the practice of yoga.

There are countless people with hypermobility/Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, who have been

practicing yoga for years and have done well. There are also those who tried it and did not

have the strength, nor were self-aware enough to know how to protect their hypermobile

joints when practicing yoga. In their defense, extreme hypermobility used to be glorified,

not just in yoga, but dance, gymnastics, and other sports where being able to bend and twist

your body in extreme ways was viewed as a value and helped give you that edge over others

who could not do the same.  You take that same person who is not aware of how to protect

their hypermobile joints when practicing yoga and pair that with an instructor who may

not be aware of the damage that can be done long-term to the body when pushed to those

extreme positions, and you can see why many EDSers were told not to do yoga.

When you learn more about the philosophy of yoga and the various types of yoga, it

becomes apparent how much more there is to yoga than what is perceived by many as a

form of exercise where you need to push poses to the extreme. Yoga is quite the opposite.

My feelings on the topic of yoga and EDS probably come as no surprise to anyone who

reads what I post or sees my Instagram yoga challenge pictures. However, I have not always

liked yoga, nor thought it was beneficial to me. I felt that yoga was quite annoying, but I

never questioned if it was good or not or not for me once I was diagnosed with EDS. Then

again, I was also told to not workout at all and didn’t listen. So, it’s likely anything I was told

about yoga would have gone in one ear and out the other as well.

My opinion about yoga changed when I bought a Bryan Kest’s power yoga tape (a VHS tape

to be exact!) when I was in college. I purchased this video because I’ve always done intense

workouts and wanted something like yoga to help balance out my workouts. I also wanted

to do something when I didn’t feel like working out. I liked the idea of yoga, but a

http://strengthflexibilityhealtheds.com/2015/02/16/what-is-ehlers-danlos-syndrome/
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traditional class was way too slow and tedious for me. I wanted more intensity and the pace

to move slightly fast, which is how I learned that there are different types of yoga practice.

From what I read, vinyasa flow yoga and ashtanga yoga seemed to be more up my alley.

Bryan Kest’s power yoga tape was the perfect blend of ashtanga and vinyasa flow yoga

practices, and it soon became a regular in my workout routine. I even worked out to

Bryan’s video the morning of my wedding. Because I’ve always followed the Just 5 Minutes

rule and have done it for years, that still applied on my wedding day. Plus, I needed a way

to calm my butt down.

Teaching Yoga to People with Hypermobility. ~ Jess Glenny

 Yoga – One woman’s story on managing

chronic pain from EDS

Christine is a friend that I met via her Facebook page and her article. She also submitted a

story for Our Stories of Strength – Living with Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome.

The Healing Power of Yoga: How Practicing Helped Me Cope with Pain

“Many of us have dealt with a painful injury or illness at some point in our lives—some more serious

than others. But for Christine Spencer, a 30-year-old from Collingswood, NJ, dealing with severe

pain is an ever-present fact of life.

Spencer was diagnosed at 13 with Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome (EDS), a debilitating connective tissue

disorder related to fibromyalgia. It causes hyper-mobility, muscle tension, constant pain, and in

some cases, death.

When her symptoms worsened and caused her to withdraw from college, doctors wrote her a

prescription for a cocktail of medications, including painkillers. ‘This was the only way Western

medicine knows how to deal with disease,’ Spencer says. ‘I did some physical therapy, but no one gave

me a long-term plan to help me heal.’ For months, she was completely disabled and unable to carry on

with any semblance of a normal life.”

http://www.yogajournal.com/article/health/pain-reliever/

Yoga and EDS links and resources:
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– This post was originally written for Strength/Flexibility/Health/EDS  “Yoga and

Hypermobility – Managing Chronic Pain and Joint Stabilization with Ehlers-Danlos

Syndromes/Hypermobility Syndromes;” however, StrengthFlexiblityHealtheds.com is currently

being prepared to relaunch as the first and ONLY digital wellness magazine for those living

with Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, other hypermobility syndromes, and related conditions.

Relaunch is planned for May 2016.

– Bryan Kest’s Power Yoga Video – Sweat

– Rodney Yee’s Yoga for meditation

– Do Yoga Now

– Do Yoga with Me

– Yoga International 

– Yoga Alliance

– Yoga Journal

– The Gluten Free Yogi’s collection of yoga for beginners videos and links

– Dr. 911 Well on Twitter

– 14 types of yoga explained

– Jenni Rawlings article on hypermobility vs. flexibility

– JENNI RAWLINGS YOGA & MOVEMENT website

– Jess Glenny’s Moving Prayer Practice Blog

– Katy Bowman’s post on Hypermobility

– Tips for managing Hypermobility Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome
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– The relationship between chronic pain and inactivity

– Moving Naturally with Hypermobility seminar summary and presentations

– Answers to questions about exercise and EDS (3 post series)

– PT and exercise resources and links for those with EDS

– Pilates with Hypermobility

– Living with Hypermobility Syndrome

– Bryan Kest’s Power Yoga Video – Sweat

– Rodney Yee’s Yoga for meditation

– Yoga for treating exhaustion and adrenal dysfunction

– Yoga Gypsey Blogspot

– EDS Wellness – wellness coaching, seminars, resources and more

– Ehlers-Danlos National Foundation

– Hypermobility Syndromes Association

– EDS Awareness – 2 free webinars per month

– Our Stories of Strength – Living with Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome – anthology of over 50 stories

from those living with Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome and how have found ways to persevere

– Living Life to the Fullest with Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome – Book

– Move your DNA – Book

Disclaimer: Yoga may work for some and not for others. This post is for your informationDisclaimer: Yoga may work for some and not for others. This post is for your information
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Unable to show Instagram photos
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Holding myself accountable ....

Week of May 23rd, 2016

Monday - 30mins cycling on spin bike at home

Tuesday - #Just5Minutes of isometrics, standing barre exercises, and some stretching

Wednesday - 1hr walk on treadmill (3.5 - 3.8mph)

Thursday -

Friday -

Saturday -

only and should not be substituted for proper medical care, or viewed as a directive foronly and should not be substituted for proper medical care, or viewed as a directive for
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full disclaimer, go here.full disclaimer, go here.
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Kendra N Myles
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